1994 probe gt

If you follow Ford forums, you know it is rare as a hens tooth. This one is as solid as you will
find. The value of these cars bottomed last year, and are starting to go up substantially, as are
many collectible Japanese cars. Now for the details They are known for reliability and good fuel
economy. It has a V6 motor on top of a 5 speed transmission. They are beautiful cars restored.
That was my intention with this, my second Ford Probe, but I have another restoration project
driving me crazy and I don't really have the time to complete this one until Winter or beyond. So
I've got this one for sale now, so you have the summer to enjoy it. Probes feature flip up
headlights, like the old Corvettes and Ferrari's but all these cars had to do away with that
feature for safety concerns mainly goring pedestrians. They have a wonderful low slung sports
car stance - low to the ground, and wonderful panoramic, high-visibility glass around the sides.
They have a full featured for driving cabin, with a center column slightly canted toward the
driver. It has a hatchback design for easy hauling of larger items, and a removable deck lid to
cover the contents for security. It is the rare Wild Orchid edition. It is a metallic plum color, that
is stunningly gorgeous with a good paint job. It also has a unique interior for this model to
match the "Island" theme, but not overdone. First, the car has just k miles on it. Virtually
everything works on this car except for some notes below , including the remote key lock, and
every parking light. The interior looks darned near new. There is a slight amount of wear on the
driver seat lumbar, but you would barely notice it. The back carpet has some slight wear, but
barely visible. It is just a very comfortable car to drive. It also has cruise control, fog lights, pop
up headlights, rear defroster, rear wiper, 5 speed manual transmission, map lights, power seats,
power windows, power door locks, remote hatch release, remote fuel door release, etc. All work!
I will say this about the motor - it runs very well. It doesn't use oil, and it has a good amount of
pickup. The GT, while faster than the regular Probe, doesn't give you the sense it is lightening
quick. You can get onto an on ramp and into traffic with no problem, but you're not going to be
racing Corvettes or Porches with it. In fact, I would take advantage of this sound motor by not
racing it. If you race an engine with k on it, you're probably going to blow it if you drive the crap
out of it. If you want a fun engine to drive, and feel it pick up nicely, you're going to love it. It
drives straight, and has a Magnaflow exhaust and cold air intake, so the sound of the car is
amaaaaazing. It is a head turner, but not obnoxious like those Honda's you hear with their farty
exhausts. I'm sure it is much faster. Factory new, they were rated by some reviews as mph cars,
and he suspension is certainly there to support it. Redline is around 7,, as I recall, but you don't
need half that to have fun. It is a very torquey engine, and even at 2, rpm, it is moving pretty
fast. And therein is why this is such a fuel efficient car. I haven't done a lot of testing for
mileage, but I drove to Salem a couple times and got between 25 to 27 mph, which isn't bad for
such a performance engine. The engine idles a little low, I think, but should be easily adjustable.
I have had this on a few road trips and it is great to drive on curves with its low profile tires,
tight suspension and straight handling. It is just always fun to drive this car, and I would have
no trouble going on a long road trip with it. As mentioned, it has a Magnaflow exhaust,
suspension work has been done to make it hug corners like it's on rails, it has low profile tires
with good tread, the wheels are five star and look just about new no curb rash that I can easily
see. Wheels are silver in color and look good on the car. A cold air intake has been installed,
and headers added too, but in that process, air conditioning was deleted to both make room and
add power. It has a new battery. The clutch was apparently adjusted when I got it and nice and
low to the floor, and should be good to go for quite some time. There are no problems with the
transmission that I can tell. The whole drive train runs strong. I truly haven't looked under the
car, but as tight as it handles, I assume A arms and all have been updated. Paint should be
redone eventually as it has some hazing in areas, but nothing that would cause car to rust
without it. It actually looks pretty good from normal distances. I just haven't pulled the trigger
on it because I can't make money on the car if I do it. If I have it painted, I would keep it. There
are areas of paint that look like new, and you can tell from the firey plumb color, this is a
gorgeous car when repainted. A previous owner painted the top mat black. That's the biggest
thing I would want to get rid of, but they probably thought it looked cool. The paint on the hood
could probably be buffed out to look better. A previous owner painted some of the engine parts,
like the valve covers. It is obnoxious looking to me, but not a big deal with the hood down.
Definitely a very usable car with the paint the way it is and it still gets looks. I have installed
some of them, right down to a new oil dip stick to match the one that should have been there. I
have a brand new mirror, brand new tail light for one that is cracked but still working. I have new
struts for the rear hatch. I started to put them on, but didn't have anyone to help me hold it, so
the old ones are off and the new ones partly on. One of the flip up lights looks like a bondo
specialist from Somalia worked on it, so I bought a brand new one. The guy who would paint the
car said he could put on all these parts. Specific things I know it needs, aside from parts that
I've included easy fixes : - It should have the hatch seal replaced. It leaks a little water when it

rains hard which it doesn't in Central Oregon. It does not smell or appear anyone has smoked in
the car. BTW, there is NO rust on this car. Personally, I have enjoyed listening to the beautiful
exhaust notes. You can still open the back, but you better have a 4x4 to hold it open. Install the
struts and you'll be fine. I've been driving it with no parking brake, and leaving it in gear, and it's
fine. I wouldn't park it on a steep hill that way. But it's an easy fix. It has no adverse affect, and
doesn't even look wrong. Just noting it. Could use a good cleaning. While it doesn't leak oil, I
might replace the valve cover gaskets just for the heck of it. It is a screw that you can adjust on
the throttle body, and I will include the Ford Probe Haynes Book to help you with these fixes.
Hard to notice. I didn't do it because it has been too hot to apply the tape, and frankly, I like the
view without it. The mirror is included. If you require specific images, please let me know and I
will do my best to supply them to you. I am looking for someone who will drive it often, restore it
over time, and not just drive the piss out of it. I have a clear title in my safe, and require payment
by cash or bank check from a local bank. Tags were just renewed and good until I am looking
for someone who knows the value of this special edition Probe, and I am not anxious to sell it.
All along, we had thought the Ford-Mazda partnership that produced the Probe and MX-6
front-drive two-plus-twos had been an even-Steven deal from day one, so we wondered: had
Ford just been tagging along when these cars first appeared in ? Kelly and product
development chief Neil Ressler explained that the first time around, they were handed an
existing Mazda platform, that of the sedan. For their half of the joint sports-coupe project, they
could only restyle the skin and fiddle with chassis tuning. All the "hard points" had to remain
fixed in space. Cowl height, suspension locations, wheelbase, trackâ€”the key
mechanical-architecture cards had already been dealt before Ford walked into the room. For the
second-generation, models, however, Ford engineers were able to spec out the new platform
the way they wanted it. They started with a considerably bigger and more stable footprint by
stretching the wheelbase almost four inches and pushing out the track, front and rear, more
than two inches. Dropping the cowl height a dramatic three inches and pulling the windshield
base forward nearly four inches provided the canvas on which a lean, long, contemporary
shape could be drawn. Ford is hoping this two-pronged attackâ€”improving handling dynamics
and stylingâ€”will extend the car's productive lifespan, which is usually fleetingly short in this
hotly contested sports-coupe category. Company marketing people acknowledge that a catchy
new player has about eighteen months often less, we reckon before its drawing power fades
and everyone starts looking to the next hot debutante. Ford's intent with this new Probe was to
lay on the good looks and driving fun so thickly that the new Probe would hold its own in this
fashion-fickle market segment for something closer to its four- or five-year product cycle. We
can't see clearly that far into the future, but we can report that the Probe packs a lot of appeal
into its sleek new package. It looks fresh and flowing, with none of the slab-sidedness of the
previous, high-cowl body. And it drives with spirit and maturity, feeling stiff, stable, sporty, and
controllable. Probably the biggest single aesthetic improvement is one you can't see, because
it's nestled under the gently arched hood of the Probe GT model. Mazda's small, free-spinning
V-6 engine has been punched out to 2. We found in our April sports-coupe comparison that time
and relentlessly rising standards had overtaken the 2. Its pound-feet of torque gave the
previous Probe GT great mid-range thrust, and the car trounced all corners in street-start
5-tomph acceleration and in the top-gear tomph roll on. But it was a noisy, buzzy bugger, and it
contributed to the twitchy full-throttle torque steer that grabbed and held adrenal glands better
than it held a heading. In marked contrast, the new six spins out a liquid stream of torque,
whisking straight to its rpm ceiling in an easy rush. It never generates the obvious kick of an
abnormally aspirated engine, and the apparent flatness of its torque curve minimizes the
sensations of acceleration. But its horses compared with a very conservative for the previous
turbo four do a fine job propelling the car. The Probe hit 60 mph in 7. Its quarter-mile clocking of
And the Probe's mph top speed is 4 mph faster than the MX-6's. Displacement: cu in, cc Power:
hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. From the August Issue of Car and Driver. Related
Story. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported
onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
More From Instrumented Tests. For more information go to WARNING: This product can expose
you to chemicals including chemicals, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Various car brands come running under the tough
industry of auto machining. Most of them have already created a name that cannot be bent with
slight flaws in production. Among the most respected name in the world of automobiles is the
Ford. Through the years of molding different platforms and making innovations, Ford staged

various designs which apparently held capabilities known only of a Ford. The Ford Probe is one
of its creations which fought well in the market and actually brought the company achievements
that further strengthened its pillar. Ford Probe is a car that possess futuristic concept of
engineering. After which, the future cars appeared to be modified Probes. Though in reality, the
Ford Probe didn't really make notable sales, it earned several awards. It actually wasn't able to
reach the expected sales. What made this vehicle popular are the Ford Probe parts that work
solely to showcase the strength of the technology within its chassis. During the time of its
release to the market, Probe was the most aerodynamic car of the company. Its configuration
fitted a sporty coupe that was almost identical to Mazda MX-6, sharing with the GD platform on
until , and on GE platform during to Ford Probe was supposed to be the replacement of Ford
Mustang, but then fell short of people's expectations due to the redesign made in response to
the rumored oil price increase. Nevertheless, the vehicle showcased sleek styling, fine
demeanors, great power and notable ability which were all derived from the quality Ford Probe
parts. In the present time, probes could now be suffering from certain damages and actually
descended far from the contemporary units. Restoration and or modification can bring back its
traits through the use of aftermarket Ford Probe parts. Customers can actually find them in
most of the stores world wide and in online auto parts providers. A powerful engine is useless
when another vital part is a failure. Yes, every single part of your vehicle has to be in perfect
condition in order for the engine to deliver its best performance. For that very reason, you have
to ensure that the transmission system of your Ford Probe is well-kept. Only with proper
maintenance will you be able to shift gears and attain the required speeds with efficiency. Do
you let a professional mechanic do thorough maintenance, while you handle regular
check-ups? If so, here is a list to remind you about what to check with your Probe during
maintenance. The pan gasket acts as a seal, holding the indispensable lubricant for the efficient
performance of the transmission's moving parts. But just like any other gasket, it wears and can
get torn in time. In the instance it gets damaged, transmission fluid will leak. Insufficient fluid
can lead to hard shifting, putting driving safety at risk. Other mechanical problems can also
arise due to a simple problem as worn gasket. Regular check-up will enable early detection of a
problematic transmission pan gasket and so as early prevention of a major damage.
Sometimes, you only need to clean it, and the transmission system should work well again. Like
the pan gasket, problem with the transmission filter oftentimes requires a simple cleaning. As
the transmission fluid continues to lubricate the different metal parts of the transmission
system, dirt and grime go along the fluid and accumulate in the filter over time. If taken for
granted, clogged transmission filter can stress the system, and it will soon require expensive
repair and replacement. Keep in mind that a replacement transmission filter is far cheaper than
transmission restoration, so never let your Ford Probe run with a defective one. Some Ford
transmissions can go as long as , miles before the fluid requires changing, but some mechanics
suggest transmission oil change must be done every 50, miles. Recommendation actually
depends on the car mileage, driving strain, and the condition of the transmission itself. For
brand-new vehicles, we must say that it is the owner's manual that has the authority. However,
for vehicles with newly refurbished transmission, a more frequent oil change would be
reasonable. Just to make sure, check the oil itself and try to notice if there's any discoloration.
Darker color indicates servicing need. Also watch for presence of impurities in a considerable
amount because you might need to flush it already. Total transmission clean-up means freeing
the entire system from all the unwanted impurities that work against proper lubrication and
transmission performance. Sludge or the accumulated fluid buildup, dirt, and grime actually
cause stress to the system and strain to the gasket and the filter. This results in hard shifting
and at times damage to a number of the transmission system's vital parts. But if all are flushed
clean at a regular interval, the engine can expect a reliable transmission to aid with efficient
speeding and safe driving. What could have been the fourth generation of the muscle car Ford
Mustang was attacked by critics even before its fruition. To put an end to all these, an
aerodynamic, sports coupe by the name of Ford Probe was introduced to the world in , badged
as rather the Ford EXP replacement. However, the tragic fate of Probeâ€”even before it was
createdâ€”never left it; Ford discontinued the production of this model eight years after. The GL
was the base model with hp F2 2. The GT package was the most powerful with a hp 2. A massive
revamp of the Ford Probe took place in ; Mazda perfected the engine, transmission, and
chassis, while Ford designed the body and interior. The result: a more spacious, but lightweight
Probe compared to its first generation model. A special edition SE Probe was also offered, an
upgrade of the GT trim level, complete with power windows and mirrors. In , the Probe was one
of the pioneering cars equipped with standard air bags. A redesign of its interior and exterior,
including bumpers and tail lights happened in However, some of the upgrades were dropped
the next year, which include the lighting in the floor and exterior door locks. In , the production

of the Probe was discontinued, together with models as Thunderbird, Cougar, and Aerostar;
Ford only sold about 30, units of Probe, the worst sales turnout in its history. The third
generation and model of the Ford Probe was set to be released in , when Ford decided to rather
create a Mercury Cougar. Afterwards, in , the latest probe was released as the Mercury Cougar.
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rn - Tone. Feb 15, Works great. Andrew Deeks. Purchased on Feb 07, Good product. Dec 21,
Everything you need and more. Awesome prices. Yes it was a direct match for the wife's 06
Mustang fit perfect easy to install great price Works awesome wife's very happy. I have bought
other things for my Mustang also very happy all the time great prices can't be beat. Do all my
shopping here for my automobiles save a lots of money. Coon bros racing Coon bros racing.
Purchased on Dec 06, Ford Probe Guides. Basic Ford Probe Transmission Maintenance. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Not only are customers allowed to buy new model releases, they can
also make reservations for upcoming ones even before they head to production. When it does,
there is an increased risk of metal fragments being propelled inside the vehicle and potentially
injuring the. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

